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INDIAN RAILWAYS ON A RISKY COURSE? 

 

INCREASE OF DERAILMENT-DISASTERS WITH 

KILLED TRAIN-PASSENGERS 
 

ON POOR QUALITY RAIL TRACKS “ENTROPY” IS THE 

WINNER! 

 

THE BALANCE BETWEEN INCREASE OF TRAFFIC-

LOAD AND ACTUAL TRACK-

RECTIFYING/MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES HAS  

RUN OUT OF HAND 

HIGH QUALITY RAIL TRACKS AND ROLLING STOCKS 

– THE PREREQUISITE FOR ZERO DERAILMENT-

DISASTERS 

 

THE CHALLENGE TO BRING HIGH TRACK QUALITY 

ON ALL ROUTES IN ORDER TO BRING DOWN THE 

NUMBER OF KILLED AN INJURED TRAIN-

PASSENGERS IN DRAILMENT-DISASTERS 
 

Fazit in a nutshell: To bring down the number of train-
passengers killed or injured in Derailment-Disasters, the Indian 
Government has to allocate over a longer period far more funds 
for safety and quality related track and rolling stocks rectifying 
works for all routes of its network in order to make the Technical 
Organization increasingly resistant against Derailment-
Disasters - not only for prestigious routes for “Semi High-
Speed” under a mixed traffic scheme. If not enough invested on 
High Track Quality over a lengthy period, ENTROPY will win, and 
more train-passengers will be killed or injured by unwanted and 
nasty Derailment-Events.  
 
To bring down the number of killed and injured train-passengers 
it will be more prudent to invest first of all in rectifying the 
failures of the track and rolling stock systems for all routes  
before investing  in “SEMI HIGH-SPEED” or even in “HIGH-
SPEED”. 

 By Dr. Frank Wingler, February 2017 
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Entropy (Disorder) wins on 20

th

 November 2016 killing over 150 and injuring over 200 

Train-Passengers; Pukhrayan (UP) Derailment-Disaster 

 

 

 

Entropy (Disorder) wins on 28
th

 December 2016 killing 2 and injuring over 43 Train-

Passengers; Ruar (UP) Derailment-Disaster 
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Entropy (Disorder) wins on 21th January 2017 killing over 41 and injuring over 100 

Train-Passengers; Kuneru (Andhra Pradesh) Derailment-Disaster 

 

FOREWORD: 
 
For a cost-benefit evaluation the question is, how much Safety on Indian 
Railways is wanted by the Indian Government and how much the Government 
is willing to spend for it. 
 
In a cost-benefit evaluation the question is, how much counts the value of train-
passenger`s freedom from injury and bodily harm compared to the incurred 
losses of assets in a train-accident. 
 
One can have the impression that in a cost-benefit evaluation, where the value 
of a killed or injured train-passenger does not much count, it comes overall 
cheaper to tolerate and bear the annual losses of assets incurred by nasty and 
fatal Train-Accidents rather than to allocate more money for pro-active Safety 
related rectifying works, infrastructure and logistics. 
 
To smash old ICF passenger coaches in Train Accidents is not much costly, 
since those less track-friendly running rolling stocks will be anyway replaced in 
future by the more track-friendly running LHB coaches. After a nasty Accident 
the tracks are usually cleared and repaired within two days. The compensation 
granted to the next relations of killed train-passengers and spend for the injured 
ones are marginal low.  
 
HIGH TRACK AND ROLLING STOCK QUALITY FOR ALL ROUTES OF 
INDIAN RAILWAYS is a prerequisite to bring down the number of killed and 
injured train-passengers in Derailment-Disasters. 
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To guarantee the required long-term HIGH TRACK QUALITY – the 
prerequisite for ZERO FATAL DERAILMENT -  a modern Railway needs for 
track rectifying works a funding-certainty for a period of at least 15 years; best 
under a so-called “CAPACITY AND FUNDING AGREEMENT”; see Prof. Dr. 
Jürgen Siegmann, Technical University Berlin, Department of Track and 
Railway Operation, in RTR Special Maintenance & Renewal, p.7, July 2007, 
ISBN: 978-3-7771-0367-9, eurailpress, Hamburg, Germany.  
 
Funding-certainty for a period of at least 15 years is a prerequisite to make the 
Technical Organization INDIAN RAILWAYS increasingly resistant against 
DERAILMENT-DISASTERS killing and injuring train-passengers. 
 
The costs of improving TRACK QUALITY all arise immediately, but the 
benefits in form of less unwanted Derailment-Disasters, where train-
passengers might get killed and injured, emerge only in long term. 
 
 

 

In Railways, Rolling Stock and Rail Track form an interactive dynamic System 

with interrelationship between the components. One has to treat this dynamic 
System in its entity as a whole rather than by its individual components or 
constituents; see B. Lichtberger TRACK COMPENDIUM, ISBN 978-37771-
0320-4, eurailpress, Hamburg, Germany.  
 
As all dynamic Systems in this cosmic universe, the dynamic System Railway 
is subjected to the LAWS OF THERMODYNAMIC. The DOCTRINES OF 
THERMODYNAMIC provide a macroscopic  approach to dynamic processes 
for an estimation in which direction the process is likely to move; without the 
need to know exactly all about the small details. All dynamic processes in this 
world are subjected to the laws of THERMODYNAMIC, also Railways. 
 
Many processes run from a state of HIGH ORDER to a state of LOWER 
ORDER or DISORDER releasing HEAT, so also a DERAILMENT-DISASTER. 
After a Derailment-Disaster things are in a big mess and this means 
DISORDER has gained. 
 
If you let a tea-glass in perfect order fall out of your hand onto the floor the 
glass shatters into broken pieces under the release of heat. Now the 
components of the glass have reached a state of DISORDER. This process is 
IRREVERSABLE. It will never happen that  the debris in DISORDER will from 
alone re-assemble into a glass of perfect ORDER by absorbing heat, and that 
the glass will jump back into your hand. In order to bring the broken glass 
pieces back into the previous state-of-affairs of an un-broken glass, in an 
ACTIVE PROCESS you will have to collect the pieces, smelter them by heat 
and form the molten glass-mass into a new glass. 
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Thermodynamic processes are described by a fundamental relation of 
THERMODYNAMIC, called “GIBBS-HELMHOLTZ” equation: 
 

ΔH = ΔG – T x ΔS, 
 

where ΔH is the free HEAT released in the process (also called “FREE 
ENTALPY”), ΔG is the drop of inner ENERGY of the System in the process, 
and where T x ΔS marks the increase of DISORDER at  the given Temperature 
T. “S” is the expression for the ENTROPY of the system, the DEGREE of 
DISORDER. The direction of the process is governed by the win of released 
ENERGY and the gain of ENTROPY on cost of the inner ENERGY of the 
System at the given Temperature. 
 
Many technical systems do not jump so easily from a state of higher order 
(lower entropy) into a state of  higher disorder (higher entropy) releasing heat. 
Often they have to overcome a “Hindrance” also called “ACTIVATION 
MOUNTAIN”. Some processes even find a “Tunnel” through the mountain. 
 
In the dynamic system ROLLING STOCKS – RAILWAY TRACK the 
“Hindrance” preventing the train to derail on the track is given by the TRACK 
QUALITY. On a railway track in a state of HIGH QUALITY affairs there will be 
ZERO DERAILMENT (provided the rolling stocks are in good order and 
the train does not over-speed), and NO TRAIN-PASSENGER will be killed 
or injured. The process from higher order to lower order (higher entropy) is 
blocked by the TRACK QUALITY.  
 
The occurrence of accidents is subjected to the Laws of Chaos; see Technical 
Paper RISK AND HUMAN ERROR MANAGEMENT free for download from 
the website: 
 

http://www.drwingler.com 
 

This means, one cannot make precise predictions about the Time and Location 
of an unwanted bad event (on the way to come) to happen. But one can  make 
statements about the likelihood. A small additional unexpected disturbance can 
suddenly trigger off  the bad unwanted event. This can also be an defect of the 
rolling stock. 
 
On a LOW QUALITY track the threshold for the likelihood of a train to derail 
and passengers being killed and injured is lowered. If one lets the QUALITY to 
deteriorate, the hindrance for a derailment will be lowered, and the moving train 
will become more likely to derail reaching the state of a higher disorder (entropy) 
as delineated by the above inserted pictures of the 20th November 2016 
Pukhrayan (UP) Derailment-Disaster (over150 train-passenger killed and over 
200 injured), 28th December 2016 Ruar (UP) Derailment-Disaster (2 train-
passengers killed and over 43 injured) and 21th January 2017 Kuneru 

http://www.drwingler.com/
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(Andhrah Pradesh) Derailment-Disaster (over 41 train-passenger killed and 
over 100 injured). 
 
On a poor quality track the threshold from safe to unsafe running is lower, and 
by a small additional disturbance at the wheel-rail interface a train becomes 
more likely to derail. 
 
TRACK QUALITY is NO LUXERY. It is a MUST for the ULTIMATE GOAL to 
prevent that train-passengers are killed or injured in DERAILMENT-
DISASTERS. 
 
With the socio-economic development Indian Railways have to carry an 
increasing number of passengers and an increasing amount of freight on its 
existing network. 
 
To meet the increasing demand, in the last decade many new trains and trains 
(passenger as well freight) with higher speed had to be pushed over the 
existing network. But this has created conflicting demands for capital 
investment in new and faster trains, for capital investment in infrastructure and 
for capital investment for track maintenance and rectification works. Track 
maintenance and rectification works do not tolerate uncertainty of budged 
provisions. 
 
To guarantee the required long-term TRACK QUALITY for ZERO FATAL 
DERAILMENT-DISASTERS a modern Railway needs funding-certainty over a 
15 year period, best under a so-called “CAPACITY AND FUNDING 
AGREEMENT”; see Prof. Dr. Jürgen Siegmann, Technical University Berlin, 
Department of Track and Railway Operation in RTR Special Maintenance & 
Renewal, p.7, July 2007, ISBN: 978-3-7771-0367-9, eurailpress, Hamburg, 
Germany. 
 
According Newton`s Law Mechanism the implementation of more, heavier 
and faster trains on an existing network results in higher stress and strain on 
the Rail Tracks with its track constituents and on Infrastructure. Strain and 
Stress increase over-linear with Traffic-Load and Traffic-Speed. 
 
If not appropriately answered or counterbalanced with appropriate INPUT in 
form of repair, service, maintenance, strengthening, upgrading, rectification 
works and renewal a track deteriorates faster than it can be repaired, services, 
maintained, strengthened or renewed. 
 
A rail track has to match the traffic load it has to carry. If not, track and rolling 
stocks both deteriorate and end up by Newton`s Law Mechanism in a mutual 
interacting self-destroying system. This is a FUNDAMENTAL LAW in Railway 
Track Engineering and Technology and should be well understood – even 
by a Railway Minister. 
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A Track is also as good as what is underneath: Subsoil, Subgrade and 
Formation, and how far the Water can be taken out and kept away by proper 
drainages systems from the track-bed. By repair, maintenance, upgrade, 
rectification and renewal all Track Constituents have to be addressed and not 
only in a “FIDDLE ON THE SUPERSTRUCTURE” the Ballast, Sleepers, Rai-
Fastenings and Rails. 
 
During a period of inadequate maintenance, it is a relatively long time before a 
track shows signs of stress. To a lengthy period of inadequate maintenance a 
track reacts badly with a memory for its ill-treatment and with an irreversible 
shortening of its period of geometrical stability (Prof. P. Veith, Technical 
University Graz, Austria). 
 
A Railway Track behaves according Prof. Peter Veith, Austria, like an elephant. 
It can tolerate for a longer period ill-treatment and negligence without 
significant signs. But suddenly, like an elephant, the track takes revenge and 
runs berserk throwing a train off the track: 
 

 
A Railway Track behaves like an Elephant 

 

And in Derailment-Disasters Train-Passengers get killed or injured – 
therefore the upmost priority should be given to measurements 
preventing that train-passenger will be killed or injured. And this means 
to provide HIGH TRACK AND ROLLING STOCK QUALITY for all routes. 
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It is a common phenomenon that if the technically appropriate track-
maintenance regimes and rectifying works are adhered, the works have a long-
lasting effect. If only the symptoms are addressed by a “FIDDLE ON THE 
SUPERSTRUCTURE” no sustained improvements are possible. 
 
Shortcomings in Track Quality Standards are mostly only recognized as such, 
when the track no longer behaves with its property stability and when there is 
a nasty Derailment-Disaster, where train-passengers are killed or injured. 
 

 

TRAIN-PASSENGER`s FREEDOM 
FROM INJURY and BODILY HARM 

matters! 
 

Presumably the track near the village KUNERU in Andhra Pradesh 
“remembered” being neglected and inadequately maintained over a lengthy 
period, and suddenly on 21th January 2017  by an additional disturbance the 
track let the Hirakand-Express 18448 derail. 
 
The recent increase of fatal Derailment-Disasters on Indian Railways and the 
increase of killed and injured train-passengers in Derailment-Disasters –  
 
see Technical Railway Papers: “HOW MUCH SAFETY ON INDIAN 
RAILWAYS?” - free for download from the website: 
 

http://www.drwingler.com  

http://www.drwingler.com/
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must be regarded as a warning-signal  that the deployment of more trains and 
trains with higher speed on the one hand and investment in maintaining 
TRACK AND ROLLING STOCK QUALITY on the other hand are drifting apart. 
The balance has run out of hand and control. 
 
For modern  “TARGET PLANING OF TRACK-MAINTENANCE” in order to 
achieve TRACK QUALITY (see Part I of the paper “HOW MUCH SAFETY ON 
INDIAN RAILWAYS?”) one needs a comprehensive report/audit/assessment 
of the condition of all tracks of the entire network. There must be a LONG-
TERM CERTAINTY ensuring that the needed maintenance/rectification funds 
will be allocated. The budged planning for investments in infrastructure and 
rail-track repairs, maintenance, upgrade, rectification and renewal must be 
focused on years ahead.  
 
TRACK QUALITY and the IMPACT OF MEASURES taken to improve Quality 
can only be assessed over the long-term. 
 
The used metaphor “HIGH TRACK QUALITY”, had been introduced and 
defined by Prof. P. Veith, Dr. B. Lichtberger and Plasser&Theurer, Austria, and 
is nowadays used by many Permanent Way Engineers of modern Railways 
around the globe; see Technical Railway Papers in the website: 
 

http://www.drwingler.com, 
 

where one can find guidance for how to obtain High Track Quality. 
 
A Low Quality Track deteriorates faster than a High Quality Track and can 
need up-to 8-times more maintenance expenditures. A low Quality Rail-Road 
is not only more costly over its Life Cycle but also far more DERAILMENT-
PRONE. 
 
The Deterioration-Rate (loss of track stability and alignment parameters in 
operation) of a Track over the time under given Traffic-Load/Traffic-Strain is an 
Index for Track Quality. In other words, the stability is dependent on the 
condition or current quality; (amongst in other technical publications see 
TRACK QUALITY - LUXURY or NECESSITY? in RTR Special, Maintenance 
& Renewal, p.8, July 2007, ISBN: 978-3-7771-0367-9, eurailpress, Hamburg, 
Germany.) 
 
The difficulty is to find a language reaching the minds of Politicians and 
Ministers, who have organizational skills rather than knowledge in Railway 
Technologies  to make them aware that for long-term permanent way planning-
certainty also long-term capital investment schemes over a longer period are 
needed. 
 

http://www.drwingler.com/
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A Railway Minister should learn that  the costs of improving TRACK QUALITY 
all arise immediately, but the benefits in form of less unwanted Derailment-
Disasters, where train-passengers might get killed and injured, emerge only in 
long term. 
 
To counterbalance the increasing strain and stress exerted by new, heavier 
and faster trains, an over-linear increase of input in form of Capital Investment 
Schemes (besides other measurements) in Track Quality is the DEMAND. 
 

Fazit in a nutshell: To bring down the number of train-passengers killed 
or injured in Derailment-Disasters, the Indian Government has to allocate 
over a longer period far more funds for safety and quality related track 
rectifying works on all routes of its network in order to make the 
Technical Organization increasingly resistant against Derailment-
Disasters -  not only on prestigious routes for “Semi High-Speed” under 
a mixed traffic scheme. If not enough invested on High Track Quality over 
a lengthy period, ENTROPY will win, and more train-passengers will be 
killed by unwanted and nasty Derailment-Events.   
 
To bring down the number of killed and injured train-passengers it will be 
more prudent to invest first of all in rectifying the failures of the track and 
rolling stock system for all routes  before investing  in “SEMI HIGH-
SPEED” or even in “HIGH-SPEED”. 

  
The Dr. Anil Kakodkar headed safety committee report, released in February 
2012, outlined an estimated spending of Rps. 1.03 trillion over a five year 
period to address issues, but the report is since gathering dust. 
 
For far-reaching Track and Infrastructure Maintenance Strategy Planning 
certainty about budged provisions for the years ahead becomes a prerequisite. 
 
The technical knowledge and competence, the designs, norms, schedules and 
procedures for HIGH QUALITY TRACKS are in India at hand.  
 
Modern optimized MAINTENANCE STRATEGIES AND REGIMES IN A 
SCIENTIFIC MANNER are in India well known amongst experts. What factors 
give rise to good TRACK QUALITY are also well known amongst Indian 
Experts. Budget-Uncertainty and Underfunding, organizational Bottlenecks & 
Deficiencies, Logistic Bottlenecks, Shortage of skilled and well trained 
manpower, Deficiencies in job planning and not enough heavy-duty/high-
output on-track machineries hamper the implementation on the tracks. 
 
HIGH QUALITY on modern Railway Tracks cannot be achieved any more by 
conventional manual works. To bring and keep a modern Railway Track in top 
condition a large fleet of HEAVY-DUTY/HIGH OUTPUT ON TRACK 
MACHINERIES is needed; see private publication INDIAN RAILWAY 
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TRACKS – a TRACK ENGINEERING COMPENDIUM, free for download from 
the website: 
 

http://www.drwingler.com . 
 
HIGH QUALITY RAIL TRACKS are the prerequisite for nearly ZERO fatal 
Derailment-Disasters, where train-passengers might get killed or injured. 
ENTROPY will not win on a HIGH QUALITY TRACK. This had been proved 
by many Railways around the globe running their trains on MODERN HIGH 
QUALITY RAIL ROADS and following modern Methods of SAFETY and RISK 
MANAGEMENT based on the doctrines of J. Reason, UK. British Rail, which 
has invested over the last decade huge sums in Track and Infrastructure 
rectifying works, did faced in the last 12 years not a single killed train-
passenger by a train accident. See Technical Railway Papers free for 
download from the website: 
 

http://www.drwingler.com . 
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